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Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	

area	provided	on	the	original	form.

This	sheet,	the	Project	Data	sheet,	and	the	representative	photo	will	be	sent	to	the	Committee	in	advance	as	the	Project Overview.

Project	Name

Address	 City/State/ZIP

1.	Give	a	brief	overview	of	the	project.

	

2.	Why	does	the	project	merit	the	Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ?	(You	may	wish	to	consider	such	factors	as:	effect	on	the	urban	environment;
innovative	or	unique	approaches	to	any	aspect	of	project	development;	new	and	creative	approaches	to	urban	issues;	design	quality.)

PROJECT	AT-A-GLANCE

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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PROJECT	DESCRIPTION
Please	answer	questions	in	space	provided.	If	possible,	answers	to	all	questions	should	be	typed	or	written	directly	on	the	forms.	If	the	forms	are	not	used	and	
answers	are	typed	on	a	separate	page,	each	answer	must	be	preceded	by	the	question	to	which	it	responds,	and	the	length	of	each	answer	should	be	limited	to	the	
area	provided	on	the	original	form.

1. Describe	the	underlying	values	and	goals	of	the	project.	What,	if	any,	signifcant	trade-offs	were	required	to	implement	the	project?

2. Briefly	describe	the	project’s	urban	context.	How	has	the	project	impacted	the	local	community?	Who	does	the	project	serve?
How	many	people	are	served	by	the	project?

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 500 words.
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3.	Describe	the	key	elements	of	the	development	process,	including	community	participation	where	appropriate.

5. Is	the	project	unique	and/or	does	it	address	significant	urban	issues?	Is	the	model	adaptable	to	other	urban	settings?

PROJECT	DESCRIPTION	(CONT’D)

4.	Describe	the	financing	of	the	project.	Please	include	all	funding	sources	and	square	foot	costs	where	applicable.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.

daniel
Typewritten Text
Approximately 400 words.
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Approximately 400 words.

Approximately 400 words.

Send to Contact

Glenn Johnson General Manager

Lower Platte South Natural Resources District 402 476-2729

3125 Portia Street, P O Box 83581 Lincoln, Nebraska 68501-3581

402 476-6454 gjohnson@lpsnrd.org

Glenn D. Johnson Digitally signed by Glenn D. Johnson 
DN: cn=Glenn D. Johnson, o=Lower Platte South Natural Resources District, ou, email=gjohnson@lpsnrd.org, 
c=US
Date: 2014.12.08 14:25:18 -06'00'

December 8, 2014

The Natural Resources District was the primary local sponsor of the Antelope Creek Flood Reduction Project. The role of the local sponsor is to
provide a total of 50% of the project cost including all right-of-way and relocation costs and to be responsible for operation and maintenance of the
completed flood control component. The City of Lincoln and the District equally shared the non federal cost. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
funded the other 50% of the $ 72 million flood reduction project with federal appropriations.
The district was one of the three Joint Antelope Valley Authority (JAVA) partners and shared in all of the planning, public participation, and
administrative responsibilities in the implementation of the total Antelope Valley Project. The District and JAVA conducted all business in full
compliance with all statutes for Open Meetings, right-of-way acquisitions, public bidding and contracting, and public financing.

The flood control component ultimately resulted in a Letter Of Map Revision to the FEMA flood plain maps of the Antelope Creek valley, removing 600
acres and 1,000 structures from the 100-year flood plain, physically containing that event within the banks of the new open watercourse. This allowed
those properties formerly in the floodplain to no long require flood insurance or to follow floodplain construction regulation, which had severely limited
the enhancement of land use values and new development. The flood reduction allowed placement of new, efficient transportation development within
a shared corridor. The flood reduction project was also designed with expanded right of way and park-type amenities and trails to create a linear open
space corridor and regional park.
Due to the size of the project and the timeframe for implementation, the District had to dedicate up to 25% of its annual budget to the flood reduction
project, resulting in some other projects being deferred or slowed down. A significant portion of NRD management staff time was committed to the
implementation of the Antelope Valley Project for at least ten years.



Approximately 400 words.

Approximately 400 words.

Approximately 400 words.

The Antelope Valley Project has restored economic vitality to a core area of the City which had been depressed due to the floodplain restrictions, has
provided an efficient and convenient transportation network, has provided a natural separation between the University of Nebraska and the
neighborhoods, and has allowed a major expansion of the trails, park and open space in the City center. The design and finish treatment of the open
channel, the water control weir, the bridges and roadways, and the park areas are unique to the Antelope Valley Project and attractive. The linear trail
following the open watercourse for the length of the Project effectively forms a hub or connection for five other trails. The three-block Union Plaza Park
has already become a gathering place for community events and casual recreation enjoyment.

The partnership of the University of Nebraska Lincoln, the City of Lincoln, and the Natural Resources District was unprecedented and was formalized
through the Interlocal Cooperation Act and the creation of the Joint Antelope Valley Authority as a joint separate entity. The partners committed to the
Project at the end of the planning process and charged JAVA with the single responsibility of implementing the Project as approved; the JAVA
arrangement allowed the Project to continue smoothly buffered from the potential impacts of the numerous changes in elected officials. The success of
a structure like JAVA was a pattern expanded upon for the West Haymarket and Arena Project.
The public participation throughout the long planning period has set a higher standard for subsequent public projects within the community. It was a
very open, inclusive process, administered from the bottom-up.

The flood control project was tested in the late summer of 2014 with a long heavy rainfall event. Approximately a total of nine inches of rain came in
three spaced bursts during that 24-hours, and the project handled it perfectly. Storm runoff was flowing over the weir and through the overflow channel
and Union Plaza for a number of hours during the night, but Union Plaza in the early morning was busy with commuters bicycling to work on the trails
and the beautiful landscaping and park facilities were undamaged.
Second the partnership and particularly the JAVA arrangement was very key to the successful completion of the Project, which was “on-time,
constructed as planned, and under budget.”
The disappointing aspect has been the slower than hoped for community redevelopment in the corridor. The economic downturn came at just the
wrong time and recovery for private investments in redevelopment has been slow in coming. But those that have occurred, such as Assurity Life
headquarters, are encouraging.





Perspective 
Lincoln Mayor Chris Beutler

Famous Nebraskan William Jennings Bryan wrote, “Destiny is not a matter of chance.  It is a
matter of choice.  It is not a thing to be waited for.  It is a thing to be achieved.” Destiny was
certainly on the minds of the pioneers who chose settle on the salt flats that would become
Lancaster and then Lincoln, Nebraska’s Capital City.  They started the process of City building
that continues today.
 
When I took office as Lincoln’s 51st Mayor in 2007, it became my responsibility to shepherd
Antelope Valley – the largest public works project in City history – to a successful conclusion.  
That meant implementing the carefully made plans of the previous three Mayoral
Administrations.  Fortunately, many political and logistical challenges had already been
overcome.  Unfortunately, we were on the brink of a recession that would force us to make tough
choices at City Hall.

Over the next few years, we cut about 140 jobs and nearly $7.6 million in spending.  Other
projects were delayed or scaled back.  But our commitment to the Antelope Valley Project, to our
project partners and to the public process remained firm.  Why?  Because the community had
already rejected the alternative – continued deterioration and potential disaster in the heart of our
City.  We had already decided that we would balance expansion on the edges of our City with
reinvestment in the core.  We understood that Antelope Valley Project would have a positive
long-term impact on those priority areas that would allow our City to move forward – safety and
security, efficient transportation, economic opportunity, environmental quality, healthy people
and livable neighborhoods

In many ways, the investment in Antelope Valley has paved the way for the tremendous success
and growth Lincoln has experienced in the last few years.  In addition to solving several long-
time infrastructure challenges, we also went through a community “attitude adjustment!” 
Through the Antelope Valley Project, we learned that through a common vision, hard work and 
partnerships, we can accomplish big goals.  This new “can-do” attitude led to a May 2010 public
vote to move forward on the City’s next big project – construction of a new arena in the historic
Haymarket where our City began.  And that led to the transformation of a dusty former rail yard
into a thriving business and entertainment district.

Today, Lincoln is earning national recognition for our strong business climate and our excellent
quality of life.  I believe our pioneer ancestors would be proud of this unique, vibrant and
prosperous community we have built on the plains.  Many challenges remain.  But the Antelope
Valley Project gave us a framework for solving any problems that come our way.  And it
reminded us of the reason our ancestors came here in the first place – great challenges also
present amazing opportunities. 
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Send to Contact                                                                                                                             DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE 

 
Please answer questions in space provided.  If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the 
forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question 
to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 
 
 
Name      Terry Uland_________________________________              Title:  President___________________________ 
 
Organization: Downtown Lincoln Association ____           Telephone: (402) 434-6900 _____________________ 
 
Address: ____206 S. 13th Street, Suite 101 _____________________  City/State/ZIP: Lincoln, Nebraska  68508_____________ 
 
Fax (402):  (402) 434-6907___________________________________E-mail:  tuland@downtownlincoln.org 

 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by 
others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and 
authority to  submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

                                       

Signature_________________________________________________Date:___December 4, 2014_ 
 

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of 
involvement. (Approximately 400 words) 

 
To give perspective, at the time of the Antelope Valley Project, I was the Executive Director of NeighborWorks 
Lincoln, a nationally affiliated, non‐profit housing organization. NeighborWorks is dedicated to community 
revitalization by creating collaborative partnerships with residents, businesses, and public entities. NeighborWorks 
helps people achieve home ownership and by doing so, helps develop safe and attractive neighborhoods. 

 
 Currently, I am President of the Downtown Lincoln Association (DLA), which oversees the operation of several 
business improvement districts (BIDs) in the Downtown and Historic Haymarket areas of Lincoln. DLA is a multi‐
faceted organization supporting a wide range of programs and activities including maintenance, economic 
development and advocacy. 
When I was Executive Director of NeighborWorks, we were directly responsible for the housing development. In 
the case of Antelope Valley Creek Village, NeighborWorks was entirely responsible for everything from land 
acquisition to loan origination for homebuyers. For Liberty Village, we were responsible for planning and loan 
packaging. 

 
 The Antelope Creek Village Townhome development in the Malone/Hawley Neighborhood provided eighteen 
townhomes with sustainable living technologies such as geothermal heating systems and green building products. 
The units have two or three bedrooms and range from approximately 1,400 to 1,700 square feet. All 18 
townhomes are complete and have been sold to new homeowners with diverse incomes.   
Liberty Village and Vine Street improvements were targeted toward multicultural first‐time homebuyers. Our 
partner, Brighton Construction, researched Lincoln’s distinct populations to determine how a home can be 
designed to better fit their lifestyles and cultural preferences. The builder made available several options that can 
address preferences of different cultures. The 20‐unit project, which includes 16 detached single houses and 4 
townhouses, maintains affordability with prices ranging from $120,000 to $135,000. 
 

 
2. What trade‐offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? (Approximately 400 

words) 



 

 

A myriad of compromises and tradeoffs were made to execute Antelope Valley (and here I am addressing the 
entire project and not specifically the housing that I was involved in.) 
Tradeoffs first occurred around land use. An open waterway and roadway take a great deal of space. To maintain 
the quality of life in the neighborhood the aesthetics and investment had to be of exceptional quality and were 
therefore more costly. 
In return, that quality reduced the negative impact on the neighborhood residents to have more confidence in the 
future of the neighborhood. 
Likewise, the location and design of the roadway was not implemented only to achieve efficient movement of 
traffic, but to be neighborhood friendly.  
The number of tradeoffs are too numerous to mention within the scope of this form, but all flow from the basic 
tradeoff described above. 
 
3. How was the project financed? What if any innovative means of financing were used. (Approximately 400 

words) 
For Antelope Creek Village, land acquisition and construction were financed through a combination of sources, 
including CDBG funds; HOME funds; NeighborWorks America Capital Revolving funds; Federal Economic 
Development funds; some private interim construction funds 
 Homeowner purchase funds were through several entities: City of Lincoln HOME funds; State of Nebraska HOME 
funds; NeighborWorks Lincoln second mortgage funds; for first mortgages, there was a variety of private first 
mortgage financing with US Bank Affordable Loan programs and discounts for first mortgages by Nebraska 
Investment Finance Authority. 
For Liberty Village, Brighton Homes arranged all of its own construction financing. NeighborWorks Lincoln 
facilitated first and second, and sometimes third mortgages as above. Liberty Village was more complex because of 
the condo regime. 
Removal of the flood plain made all financing options possible. 
 
4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project? (Approximately 400 words) 
 
The most successful part of the project, and stunningly so, is the quality and creativity applied to the public 
improvements, that is, the open water way at Antelope Creek and the roadway, now known as Antelope Valley 
Parkway. 
What I feared in the beginning would be highway and flood control slashing through the neighborhoods, evolved 
into improvements that were undisputed assets to the neighborhoods. 
The quality of the improvements made the development and eventual sale and investment by families possible 
where it had been most difficult previously. 
The least successful aspect of the project was our failure to assemble land early in the process. With the maturing 
of the overall project and because of high prices paid for land for the bigger footprint projects, land costs have 
slowed some of the potential development. 
The most obvious success of the project is the removal of so much of the geography of the neighborhood from the 
flood plain. 









Send to Contact      DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE

Please answer questions in space provided.  If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the 
forms. If the forms are not used and answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question 
to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the area provided on the original form. 

Name      Terry Uland_________________________________              Title:  President___________________________ 

Organization: Downtown Lincoln Association ____           Telephone: (402) 434-6900 _____________________ 

Address: ____206 S. 13th Street, Suite 101 _____________________  City/State/ZIP: Lincoln, Nebraska  68508_____________ 

Fax (402):  (402) 434-6907___________________________________E-mail:  tuland@downtownlincoln.org 

The undersigned grants the Bruner Foundation permission to use, reproduce, or make available for reproduction or use by 
others, for any purpose whatsoever, the materials submitted. The applicant warrants that the applicant has full power and 
authority to  submit the application and all attached materials and to grant these rights and permissions. 

Signature_________________________________________________Date:___December 4, 2014_ 

1. What role did you or your company play in the development of this project? Describe the scope of
involvement. (Approximately 400 words)

To give perspective, at the time of the Antelope Valley Project, I was the Executive Director of NeighborWorks 
Lincoln, a nationally affiliated, non‐profit housing organization. NeighborWorks is dedicated to community 
revitalization by creating collaborative partnerships with residents, businesses, and public entities. NeighborWorks 
helps people achieve home ownership and by doing so, helps develop safe and attractive neighborhoods. 

 Currently, I am President of the Downtown Lincoln Association (DLA), which oversees the operation of several 
business improvement districts (BIDs) in the Downtown and Historic Haymarket areas of Lincoln. DLA is a multi‐
faceted organization supporting a wide range of programs and activities including maintenance, economic 
development and advocacy. 
When I was Executive Director of NeighborWorks, we were directly responsible for the housing development. In 
the case of Antelope Valley Creek Village, NeighborWorks was entirely responsible for everything from land 
acquisition to loan origination for homebuyers. For Liberty Village, we were responsible for planning and loan 
packaging. 

 The Antelope Creek Village Townhome development in the Malone/Hawley Neighborhood provided eighteen 
townhomes with sustainable living technologies such as geothermal heating systems and green building products. 
The units have two or three bedrooms and range from approximately 1,400 to 1,700 square feet. All 18 
townhomes are complete and have been sold to new homeowners with diverse incomes.   
Liberty Village and Vine Street improvements were targeted toward multicultural first‐time homebuyers. Our 
partner, Brighton Construction, researched Lincoln’s distinct populations to determine how a home can be 
designed to better fit their lifestyles and cultural preferences. The builder made available several options that can 
address preferences of different cultures. The 20‐unit project, which includes 16 detached single houses and 4 
townhouses, maintains affordability with prices ranging from $120,000 to $135,000. 

2. What trade‐offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? (Approximately 400
words)



A myriad of compromises and tradeoffs were made to execute Antelope Valley (and here I am addressing the 
entire project and not specifically the housing that I was involved in.) 
Tradeoffs first occurred around land use. An open waterway and roadway take a great deal of space. To maintain 
the quality of life in the neighborhood the aesthetics and investment had to be of exceptional quality and were 
therefore more costly. 
In return, that quality reduced the negative impact on the neighborhood residents to have more confidence in the 
future of the neighborhood. 
Likewise, the location and design of the roadway was not implemented only to achieve efficient movement of 
traffic, but to be neighborhood friendly.  
The number of tradeoffs are too numerous to mention within the scope of this form, but all flow from the basic 
tradeoff described above. 

3. How was the project financed? What if any innovative means of financing were used. (Approximately 400
words)

For Antelope Creek Village, land acquisition and construction were financed through a combination of sources, 
including CDBG funds; HOME funds; NeighborWorks America Capital Revolving funds; Federal Economic 
Development funds; some private interim construction funds 
 Homeowner purchase funds were through several entities: City of Lincoln HOME funds; State of Nebraska HOME 
funds; NeighborWorks Lincoln second mortgage funds; for first mortgages, there was a variety of private first 
mortgage financing with US Bank Affordable Loan programs and discounts for first mortgages by Nebraska 
Investment Finance Authority. 
For Liberty Village, Brighton Homes arranged all of its own construction financing. NeighborWorks Lincoln 
facilitated first and second, and sometimes third mortgages as above. Liberty Village was more complex because of 
the condo regime. 
Removal of the flood plain made all financing options possible. 

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project? (Approximately 400 words)

The most successful part of the project, and stunningly so, is the quality and creativity applied to the public 
improvements, that is, the open water way at Antelope Creek and the roadway, now known as Antelope Valley 
Parkway. 
What I feared in the beginning would be highway and flood control slashing through the neighborhoods, evolved 
into improvements that were undisputed assets to the neighborhoods. 
The quality of the improvements made the development and eventual sale and investment by families possible 
where it had been most difficult previously. 
The least successful aspect of the project was our failure to assemble land early in the process. With the maturing 
of the overall project and because of high prices paid for land for the bigger footprint projects, land costs have 
slowed some of the potential development. 
The most obvious success of the project is the removal of so much of the geography of the neighborhood from the 
flood plain. 
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Approximately 400 words.

Approximately 400 words.

Send to Contact

Scott Sullivan Firm Principal

Erickson Sullivan Architects 402 475-1787

209 S. 9th Street Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

402 475-1800 scott@ericksonsullivan.net

12/09/2014

The primary design goal for the Antelope Valley Project was to eliminate a 100 year floodplain area that existed along the eastern edge of downtown,
effecting nearly 1,300 homes, businesses, churches and educational facilities. Although the Antelope Valley neighborhood abutted a thriving
downtown and the University of Nebraska Lincoln campus, this flood-prone portion of Lincoln consisted of dilapidated older homes, struggling
businesses, and underutilized properties.
Although the most obvious flood mitigation remedy may have been to increase the underground flood water piping capacity, the design premise of the
Antelope Valley Project was much more. Not only intended to remedy the flooding issue, the design concept for Antelope Valley Project was to provide
an urban design amenity on the edge of downtown that provides a destination for recreation, relaxation and events; promotes mixed-use neighborhood
reinvestment in housing, businesses and services; and provides a desirable neighborhood for the adjacent downtown and University of Nebraska
campus.
The design of the waterway addressed numerous urban design considerations. To the east side of the waterway was the older residential
neighborhood with its beauty disguised by years of renters and neglect. To the west side of the waterway was the eastern edge of downtown, dotted
with a variety of car lots, struggling businesses, and multi-family rentals. And to the northern portion of the Antelope Valley area was the thriving
University of Nebraska Lincoln campus, which was land-locked to the east by a flood plain. The design solution needed to respect the variety of
“stakeholders” and embrace the diversity.
The Antelope valley design promotes cyclists to and from the University and downtown, provides green space for the enhancement of the surrounding
residents and businesses, incorporates festival areas for neighborhood and downtown events, incorporated nine new decorative bridges to enhance
the vehicular and pedestrian experience, including the iconic O street bridge, announcing Antelope Valley and the entrance to downtown, and provided
large redevelopment parcels of land to promote new businesses to the area. The waterway enhancements were also intended to spur private
development in many areas adjacent to the area. To date, several developments have already taken shape in the area.
Likewise, the development of the Downtown and Antelope Valley Design Standards establish guidelines to better assure quality design solutions for
public and private development that occurs in the area. These standards address issues of scale, building orientations, and materials. The goal of
these standards is not to dictate style, but rather to assure quality redevelopment that enhances the business, residential and educational context of
the area.

The Antelope Valley Project was designed to accommodate a large variety of social and programmatic functions. Whether it be for two people seeking
a quiet spot to relax, bikers desiring an efficient and attractive means of travel to and from downtown or campus, or hosting a city event such as an art
show, concert or theatrical performance, the area was designed in such a way to flexibly meet a variety of needs. Furthermore, the implementation of
Universal Design Standards throughout the redevelopment provides accessibility to the widest range of people possible. Features such as accessible
walking and bike paths that minimize street crossings, various forms of seating throughout the waterway, protected pedestrian walks at bridges and
safe levels of lighting throughout the development promote accessibility to everyone.

The overall long term goal of the project is to generally promote residential development along the east side of the waterway (adjacent to the existing
residential areas), and mixed-use activities along the west side of the waterway (the “east downtown” bank of the waterway). Therefore, the east side
of the waterway is designed with more passive functions…..the bikeway, sloped green space, and open parkland. The west side includes more active
features such as the terraced event seating area, active water features, play areas, seating areas, restrooms and a newly constructed mix-use building.
In efforts to create more social and programmatic activities along the west side of the waterway, significant money was also spent incorporating
outdoor lighting, an array of outdoor electrical feeds and hardscape areas to promote a variety of community activities. Given the core of downtown
lacks significant open space to host large outdoor events, this area was seen as a terrific opportunity for such events. To date, this area has already
hosted several community events, with many anticipated in the future.

One of the most significant programmatic accomplishments of Antelope Valley may be the trail link created along this area from north to south.
Although Lincoln is known for a significant trail system, the paths from various areas into downtown often encountered street crossings in higher
density areas. The waterway provided a terrific opportunity to incorporate a trail system that traverses below several major streets, providing a
connection as far north as the Bob Devaney Sports Center, to as far south as Lincoln High School. Likewise, the trail provides a very attractive trail
option previously not in the downtown area.



Approximately 400 words.

Approximately 400 words.

Typical with all projects, the Antelope Valley Project indeed encountered challenges and compromises. Considering that the extents of the Antelope
Valley Project included miles of roadways, acres of residential, University, City and private business properties, it’s presumably not difficult to
appreciate the variety of opinions, personalities and agendas that the design team encountered over the course of several years and hundreds of
meetings!

Perhaps the foremost challenge was simply the timing of the project. Given the recent weak economic times throughout the country, the prospect of
completing a project that required millions of local, state and federal dollars seemed unlikely from the start. I believe that only through tremendous
leadership from the clients and the intense efforts to involve the community in the design process was this project able to gain the consensus
necessary to reach completion. Although an inclusive design approach can sometimes result in a design solution that attempts to meet everyone’s
objectives but fails to meet any, I truly believe the inclusive approach of the community provided for a final design that most involved reflect with pride.
Despite economic hurdles, the end results justified the costs.

Another challenge to the project, although it was also the ultimate reason such a grand scaled project could be accomplished, was the unique
collaboration between the City of Lincoln, The University and Nebraska, and the Natural Resources District. Never before in my career has a project
brought to the table such major entities with diverse individual goals! The Natural Resources District’s ultimate goal was to alleviate the flood plain
issue, the University’s goals included campus improvements and expansion, as well as a more desirable neighborhood near campus, and the City of
Lincoln possessed a varied agenda of goals, such as increasing home ownership in these neighborhoods, enhancing the eastern edge of downtown,
promoting business development in the areas, and improving transportation in the area. Amazingly, the unique goals of each entity were meshed into
the Antelope Valley Project. Today, Antelope Valley has already mitigated flooding in a few recent heavy storms, the University has already seen
major expansion in the Antelope Valley area, and the City of Lincoln has already completed involvement in major successful projects, such as the
Assurity Life Insurance office campus development and Malone Neighborhood residential redevelopments.

One specific design “compromise” that comes to mind is in regards to the design of the Antelope Valley waterway area, specifically from N Street to R
Street. Although this specific area was identified during design to be a recreational, actively programmed area, this waterway is foremost intended to
mitigate flooding. The specific design features within the waterway needed to allow flood waters to occasionally traverse the area at tremendous
speeds with minimal obstructions or required maintenance. Numerous design ideas envisioned within the waterway were not possible, simply because
the area could not include “impediments” to flood waters. Although the built design includes a variety of features such as landscaping, water elements,
walkways and bikeways, other above grade desires such as trees, play equipment, furnishings or other “structures” within the waterway edges had to
be limited to the upper edges of the channel. We believe the final design respects the floodway requirements, yet provides the diversity of design and
visual interest that makes this waterway a dynamic area popular for many people and events.

As described previously, one of the unique aspects of the Antelope Valley area is the diversity of land uses and values. To the east of the waterway
are the older neighborhoods, to the west is the eastern edge of downtown, which includes a variety of older automotive based businesses. To the
northwest is the University, with a variety of newer housing, research and classroom facilities. Together, these different neighborhoods represent a
variety of socio-economic stakeholders in the area.

In the design of the Antelope Valley area, significant discussion was given to the needs and desires of each of these existing entities. Foremost, the
scale of all redevelopment needed to respect the scale of the older neighborhoods and not overwhelm the urban context. More specifically, the
residential neighbors wanted more home ownership in the neighborhood and a green urban park area for recreation, community events and relaxation.
The downtown proponents wanted redevelopment that supported downtown needs without competing with the current downtown businesses. The
University wanted better access to campus, a beautified edge to campus, and a more stable housing environment in the adjacent neighborhoods to
attract students and staff.

The Antelope Valley project responded to the urban context of the neighborhoods by implementing neighborhood renewal projects and creating the
waterway amenity as a neighborhood park area. Working with City departments, the local Neighborworks organization and local developers, several
residential redevelopment projects have already been completed in the neighborhood, strengthening the neighborhood with an emphasis in home
ownership and renewal. The waterway component of the project included ample green space, play areas, and water features to attract local residents.
The Antelope Valley project responded to the urban context of the downtown area by focusing on development opportunities not available in the
downtown core. For example, in recent years several large businesses have left downtown due to limited land available for “campus” development. A
primary goal of this project was to acquire large areas of land, which were made available to private development for large scale development. Already
today, Assurity Life Insurance has developed a large area into their corporate campus, adjacent to the waterway.

The Antelope Valley project responded to the urban context of the University in several ways. The waterway includes a trail system that ties into the
overall city trail plan, providing easy access to campus. Secondly, the waterway provides an attractive urban amenity to the campus. Thirdly, the
housing redevelopment projects adjacent to campus have provided more attractive housing options close to campus.
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Challenges

2

Flooding

Community Disinvestment

Transportation Conflicts



Flood Control

Floodway Solution

Before After

More than 600 acres, 1,300 structures, 
and 50 acres of University property 
were removed from the 100-year 

floodplain

High-water 
line from 

recent 100-
year flood

3



Flood Control

Flooding Under Control

4

Normal water level, November 2014

Heavy rainfall water level, May 2013

While still receiving 
finishing touches, the 

Antelope Valley 
Project proved its 

worth in an 
unusually wet month 

of May.  The flood 
retention areas 

performed exactly as 
designed, including 

this area between Q 
and R streets.



Community Revitalization

Fleming 
Fields 

Before, looking NWAfter, 
looking SW

The first completed Antelope Valley 
Project community revitalization 
improvement, Fleming Fields, transformed 
under-used, vacant and neglected open 
space into a sports field facility that is 
jointly used by community youth and 
University of Nebraska students.
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Community Revitalization

People’s Heath 
Center

6

Before

After

The People’s Health Center was a 
joint venture with many community 
partners.  Located at 27th and Y 
streets, the Center provides health 
care to a large, previously under-
served population.  The new building 
replaced an abandoned broom 
factory and a pawn shop.   Even the 
billboard was eventually removed.  



Community Revitalization 

Pentzer Park

As part of the Antelope Valley Project, Pentzer
Park in the Clinton Neighborhood was improved.  
Along with much needed new playground 
equipment, youth safety was also greatly improved. 
Potter Street between the Salvation Army 
Community Center and the park was vacated and 
redesigned as a connector with additional parking.  
Children no longer have to dodge vehicles turning 
onto Potter Street from heavily- traveled North 
27th Street.
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Community Revitalization

Assurity

8

Before

After

Before

The $53 million relocation of the Assurity Corporate Campus to Antelope Valley 
represented the first major private corporate investment in the area.  The office and 

parking facility are LEED Gold certified and include 8,000 square feet of green roof space, 
bioswales, rain gardens and an 180,000 gallon cistern. 



Community Revitalization

Turbine Flats

9

Turbine Flats at 2124  Y Street was one of the first 
development projects in Antelope Valley.  The Turbine 
Flats Project, a non-profit, serves as an incubator for 

small and start-up businesses, helping them bring their 
products and ideas to market.

After

Before



Transportation Improvements

Big X Bridge and Connections

The Big X Bridge and its 
connecting roadways (in 
red below) significantly 
improves accessibility for  
two previously under-
developed areas:  West 
Haymarket  (former rail 
yard) and Nebraska 
Innovation Campus 
(former state fairgrounds).Looking east at 

Big X from 10th Street Overpass
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Community Revitalization

West 
Haymarket

Before

After

West Haymarket was once a rail yard. Now it bustles 
with the new arena, hotels, restaurants, condos and 
apartments, offices and retail – all supported by new 
infrastructure and parking facilities. 



Community Revitalization

West Haymarket

The  West Haymarket 
bustles with activities:  
people attending 
concerts large and small, 
basketball games, 
conventions, farmers 
markets, tailgate parties, 
and theaters.  Visitors and 
locals ice skate, dine, 
drink, shop, and simply 
enjoy life!

12

Photo by Lisa Gran



Community Revitalization

Nebraska  
Innovation 
Campus

Nebraska Innovation Campus is a public/private research 
campus that maximizes economic opportunity and leverages 
University research, faculty and student resources.  The site 
includes two historic structures from the former state 
fairgrounds.  The energy efficiency of the research campus is 
improved by its wastewater heat exchange facility.
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Transportation Improvement

Bridges

14

To manage traffic flow,  11 
new and replacement 
bridges were built to span 
the new Antelope Valley 
waterway. On heavily 
traveled O, P, Q and Vine 
streets, the bridges were 
built first on land. Water-
way excavation occurred 
afterward to avoid as much 
disruption as possible.  



Community Revitalization 

Union Plaza 
Park

15

Union Plaza brings so much to the 
community: connectivity for pedestrians 

and bicyclists, community activity and 
performance space, public art and 

sculpture, and even serenity and quiet in 
the middle of a busy city. 



Community Revitalization 

The 50/50

16

After

Before

After

The 50/50  combines a seven-level 
parking garage with 124 apartments 
designed for college students,  with 
private bedrooms and bathrooms 
clustered around a shared living area. 

Before construction of The 50/50, the 
whole block, with the exception of one 
very deteriorated house,  had been 
University surface parking for many 
years.



Community Revitalization

1100 Y Street

17

Before

When completed in 2015, 1100 Y 
Street will add about 126 units of 

student-oriented housing in the 
North Bottoms neighborhood 

adjacent to the University.  

Architectural Drawing: looking SSW

Architectural Drawing:  looking NE 



Community Revitalization

Trago Park

18

Trago Park in the historic 
Malone Neighborhood was 
expanded and renovated as part 
of Antelope Valley.  The park’s 
new sprayground and playground 
include 19 water spray features 
surrounded by innovative play 
equipment.  

Sprayground run-off is diverted 
to a holding tank. After filtration, 
this gray water is used to help 
irrigate the park’s landscape.



Community Revitalization

Whittier Building

19

Before

After

Built in the 1920s, Whittier Junior 
High has a place in history as the 
nation’s first purpose-built junior 

high school and a place in the hearts 
of former students and 

neighborhood residents.  Whittier 
closed in 1977 due to low 

enrollment.  After decades of under 
use and sketchy maintenance,  the 

Whittier Building was renovated by 
the University and is now home to 

UNL research teams and the 
University Children’s Center.

After



Community Revitalization

Antelope Creek 
Village

20

Before

After

Before

After

Antelope Creek 
Village added 18 
single-family homes to 
the Malone neighbor-
hood – not a small 
feat in an older area 
close to a university 
campus.  The new 
density is roughly the 
same as it was before 
development, but now 
those units are all 
owner-occupied –
some by first-time 
home buyers using a 
program that made 
the new homes 
affordable.  The  
neighborhood 
benefits from the 
additional stability 
created by home 
ownership. 

Before



Community Revitalization 

Liberty Village

21

Liberty Village was the Antelope 
Valley Project’s first residential 
revitalization effort.  Using a 
higher-density, single-family 
design, Liberty Village created 
16 new, affordable homes for 
first-time home buyers.  
Architecturally, the new homes 
respect the historic quality of 
the Hawley Historic District 
and the Hawley/Malone 
neighborhood. 



Community Revitalization 

Vine Street 
Streetscape

22

Before

After
Vine Street, between 27th Street and the 
University,  illustrates the Antelope Valley 

Project’s focus on neighborhood enhancement 
and the improvement of major pedestrian and 

vehicular corridors.  On Vine Street, that 
includes improved sidewalks, lighting and 

plantings.  Because of neighborhood 
involvement, it also included the creation of a 

landscaped median to decrease pedestrian and 
vehicular conflicts, improve safety and add a 

touch of beauty in the heart of the 
neighborhood.   



Community Revitalization

Creekside Village

23

After
Before

After

Creekside Village at 10th and Military 
streets includes 60 affordable 

apartments and 10 townhomes.  The 
townhomes provide home ownership 

opportunities and serve as a 
transition to the surrounding historic 

North Bottoms Neighborhood.  
Twenty of the apartments are 

available for renters with serious 
mental illnesses.  The development 

includes a club house, an on-site case 
manager and an apartment manager. 



Community Revitalization

The Triplets

24

On the road!
After

Three historic houses in the path of the 
waterway were moved to the North 
Bottoms neighborhood, set on new 

foundations, rehabilitated and sold to 
first-time home buyers.  Their new, 

compatible location is still in the  
Antelope Valley Project area. 
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Geographic Context

1

Lincoln, Nebraska AV Project Area 
258,397 people* 10,583 people*
92.72 sq. miles 1.73 sq. miles

*2010 US Census
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Antelope Valley Project Timeline






	Project Description Question 1:      The Antelope Valley Project focused on incorporating quality urban design into public works and infrastructure projects.   The final package of strategies is a set of sustainable and coordinated projects that were aesthetically designed and built in the historical center of Lincoln.  The City, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) and the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District (LPSNRD) formed the Joint Antelope Valley Authority (JAVA) to address three major areas:  flood control, transportation improvements and community revitalization.     The Antelope Valley Project began with a set of challenging and interrelated problems in the historical center of Lincoln: (1) Many of the older low-median income neighborhoods showed signs of decline, including a lack of reinvestment in the older housing stock. They also lacked support services. (2) The perception of crime ridden areas was on the increase.  (3) Businesses and non-profits were leaving the core of the city for newer areas. (4) Devastating and costly floods posed a real threat to life and property.  Flood plain management regulations had stopped many residential, business and university development opportunities or caused additional costs. (5) The City and the UNL had a longtime problem with major streets running through the middle of neighborhoods and the University campus, putting a large number of pedestrians in danger and dividing communities. (6) The community lacked a good route from downtown to northeast Lincoln. (7) Numerous at-grade rail crossings created costly, inconvenient delays and problems for travelers and emergency vehicles.     Lincolnites did not want to see blight and despair in the core of the city.  They did not want to see all the precious tax dollars fund new infrastructure and governmental services at the edges of the city while allowing the center to deteriorate.  Instead, they wanted our City to take the path less travelled by balancing growth at the edges with new investment to create a healthier, safer and more prosperous core.       While trying to solve serious flooding and transportation issues, the extensive public engagement process identified six additional goals to achieve in creating truly sustainable community revitalization: neighborhood vitality, improved land use patterns, trail continuity, recreation, health and human services and Downtown vitality.       Residents also cautioned us against a poor planning or lack of foresight, which could lead to the creation of other costly urban problems.  Antelope Valley did not seek the “best” solutions to individual problems.  The goal was to reach consensus on the best urban “package” of solutions.  This process required hard work and created numerous tradeoffs.  The multiple and interrelated goals and problems required compromise and rethinking on conflict points.  Regulatory design standards were implemented, but only after much public discussion to find the right balance between individual property rights and the larger public good.  
	Project Description Question 2:      Because the area’s challenges are intertwined, they cannot be addressed in isolation, and the urban ecology and fiscal resources must be respected.       The historical core had experienced significant flooding many times.  The Army Corps of Engineers determined that a 100-year storm event would flood more than 1,300 structures and 600 acres of land with water up to six feet deep and a half-mile wide.  The consensus solution was to keep the existing underground conduit and to build an open waterway.  The two miles of attractive waterway includes sloping banks to create a linear park with trails and other amenities.  The new waterway created new dynamic public spaces, while removing the designated 100-year floodplain.  This greatly lowered flood insurance premiums and opened up reinvestment opportunities.      The City had previously tried to improve traffic between the core and northeast Lincoln through the controversial and poorly designed Northeast Radial project   After the City acquired over 300 properties, voters stopped the project in 1981.  This failed effort created neighborhood mistrust and frustration.     The Antelope Valley Project carefully crafted 6.2 miles of new roadways around historic residential neighborhoods to avoid dividing the urban fabric in the wrong locations and provided the much needed connection to northeast Lincoln.  The landscaped-median boulevard and the new circulation patterns helped significantly increase safety in high pedestrian areas.       About 70 trains per day disconnected the core from outlying areas and blocked traffic up to five hours per day.  As drivers sought alternative routes, some cut through neighborhoods.  The 11 new or replacement bridges included elevated roadway bridges to eliminate two dangerous at-grade railroad crossings.      The project increased and improved housing stock and made human service and safety net services more accessible.  Increased recreational opportunities include important connections for the City’s outstanding trail system.      The public infrastructure investments reversed areas in decline and created new opportunities.  New storefronts, corporate headquarters and business incubation facilities have been built near the public improvements. The historic neighborhoods are seeing more home ownership and higher quality rentals. The public investments allowed UNL to buy and transform the former 160-acre State Fair site into a new research and innovation campus connected to its city campus.  The Big X bridge allows vehicle access to a former rail yard west of downtown, and this 50-acre site now houses a new City arena, three new hotels and other mixed-use buildings.     The 1,107-acre Antelope Valley Project serves the heart of the community -- its downtown, state university, state capitol and oldest neighborhoods.  Every night, more than 10,000 residents sleep in area homes, but during the day, the area’s population swells, with more than 50,000 people working, teaching and studying in Downtown and on the adjoining UNL campus.  On any given day, many of Lincoln’s 258,000 citizens  along with many visitors are in the area for work, entertainment, culture, conferences, shopping, education, sports, recreation and dining.       The Antelope Valley Project encourages citizens to live, work and play in the historical City center, providing quality alternatives to the City edges and reducing the need to provide costly, duplicative public services on the fringes of the community.   
	Project Description Question 3:      The Antelope Valley Project budget included several million dollars for public engagement, and the investment produced a high return:  improved public benefits, rebuilt governmental trust and greater community pride and excitement.  The bottoms-up community consensus approach required key decision makers to really listen and not presuppose residents’ concerns. At the project’s very beginning, neighborhood leaders and citizens on a procedural committee wrote “fair play rules” for public engagements. Through the public engagement process and environmental scans, the interdisciplinary consulting team identified the important traditional design elements of the older neighborhoods and noted missing urban design elements and issues.  Ideas for the collective core as well as each individual neighborhood were sought.       To insure the large diverse population was given multiple opportunities to be involved,  ideas were sought, communicated and reviewed by a variety of methods,  including town halls, guided bus tours, design charrettes, citizen advisory committees,  workshops, neighborhood meetings, presentations to civic and church groups, public hearings, surveys, polls, websites, newsletters, news releases, videos and radio call-in shows.      The public outreach energized the public, nonprofit and private sectors, which came together on many strategies and raised significant funds for quality public places, walking paths, art, and façade enhancements for businesses and homes.  Many unattractive surface parking lots were either eliminated or converted into mixed use parking garages with first-floor retail and housing and roof gardens. Regulatory design standards and complementary zoning were adopted.  Public-private partnerships were expanded to provide key neighborhood services.       While public engagement results in many high profile successes, some of the most important accomplishments were not very glamorous. These “closer to home” strategies had immediate impacts on neighborhood safety, aesthetics and property values.  These smaller scale projects included repairing 39 alleys; resurfacing numerous streets; replacing 25 blocks of curbs and 68 blocks of sidewalks; making extensive repairs on 32 homes; and assisting in the construction of 38 new homes within the historical neighborhoods.  The Clean Neighborhoods Program was a very low-cost, highly effective project.  The City purchased tools to assist neighborhoods in self-help projects, and the tools could be checked out from neighborhood associations.     Both big and small strategies were packaged, and the community moved forward to implement the biggest, most ambitious community revitalization effort in City history. That decision has set in motion secondary waves of improvements and community changes and is helping to re-balance the community’s resources to improve the quality of life for all residents.
	Project Description Question 4:      The project cost $246 million (2012 dollars) and leveraged over 30 different financing and funding mechanisms.  The three Partners funded the largest share, using railroad safety, transportation, watershed management, stormwater, trails, parking, facilities, land acquisition, recreation, parks and urban development funds as well as tax-increment financing.  Over $70 million of the project’s $246 million price tag was funded by the federal government.  Congress passed legislation authorizing federal dollars from the Corp of Engineers, the Federal Highway Administration and Housing and Urban Development.  The State of Nebraska pledged cigarette tax monies, and state funds for transportation, railroad safety, water resources and recreation totaled almost $30 million.  Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad funded $4 million to close two at-grade railroad crossings.  Investments by foundations, nonprofits, for-profits and individuals funded the balance. The Antelope Valley Project did not require a City property tax increase.     A professional economic report estimated the Antelope Valley Projects will produce over $745 million in benefits, including $63 million of time savings with the construction of the railroad overpasses; $242 million to the local and state economy with the removal of the designated 100-year floodplain; and $229 million of additional construction benefits and employment opportunities during project implementation.  A second economic report projected that for every public dollar spent on the project, the private sector will respond with at least three dollars of private investment and redevelopment in the Antelope Valley area. The anticipated first wave and resulting second wave of redevelopment projects are proof that the economic projections are on track.     The complex, interrelated problems and project goals extended beyond each governmental entity’s funding ability.  JAVA was created as a new inter-local entity to cross traditional governmental authority and efficiently expand the many layers of funding.  Through JAVA, the governmental entities were able to coordinate project design and budgeting and sustain implementation over 12 years, a timeframe which included the Great Recession.  The funding approach allowed each local funding source to contribute a relatively small portion of the overall project.  But in return, each funder’s constituents received a relatively high total return in public benefits.
	Project Description Question 5:      The answer to all the questions is, “Yes!”  It is unusual for a City to ask its citizens this important question:  “What do you want your community -- particularly the heart of the city -- to look like in 20 years?”  We not only asked that question but also spent the resources to find out the answers.  Fiscal conservatives realized it was more economical to reinvest in the core and make better use of the existing infrastructure than to allow flight and build duplicate infrastructure, schools and services at the edge of the City.  Intercity residents felt their government was finally hearing and addressing their needs.     Government’s commitment to public engagement and its willingness to use many different public participation techniques resulted in a circle of success.  By seeking greater input, we identified the related systemic issues and produced more sustainable strategies.  In turn, the public involvement generated increased accountability and transparency.  That led to increased public trust and less political opposition easing the path for project approval and funding.      The long-standing problems of flooding, traffic delays and congestion and neighborhood decay were formidable by themselves.  But we discovered that in order to solve some of the hardest community problems, a community sometimes needs to simultaneously address other pressing problems.  Government leaders must be willing to listen and to address a greater set of interrelated issues.  This broader approach requires finding the best package of solutions for the urban ecology, rather than the best individual organism or component solution.  This helps to minimize the possibility of creating other sets of urban problems, and it improves sustainability when funding is limited.       Older neighborhoods have many important design elements in place.  But public-private innovations can identify the missing urban design elements to create great places with a great quality of life.  Core, historic neighborhoods need not be afraid of density as long as design standards and community revitalization programs strive for “quality density.”      The problems and challenges facing communities are sometimes too complex and interrelated for traditional governmental models.  Government leaders need to be on the lookout for new models and programs that allow faster response to problems to avoid crisis.  In the case of Antelope Valley, a new governmental partnership led to higher levels of trust and confidence, projects being implemented on time and on budget, and a better sense of community wellness. 
	At-a-Glance Name: Antelope Valley
	At-a-Glance Address: center of city, inner NW quadrant
	At-a-Glance City/State/Zip: Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
	At-a-Glance Question 1:      The Antelope Valley Project was a community effort to revitalize the historic core of Lincoln.  The project’s purposes were referred to locally as a “three-legged stool” – to reduce flooding, improve transportation and promote community development.  These goals were studied by a multi-disciplinary team of planners, architects, engineers, economists, consensus builders and social, environmental and historical consultants as well as many community members.      The City of Lincoln, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) and the Lower Platte South Natural Resources District (LPSNRD) came together in a remarkable and historic partnership.  After failing for 30 years to individually solve stormwater and transportation problems in neighborhoods showing signs of decline, the three Partners created new approaches.      For four years, residents, governmental officials and the consultant team met over 1,000 times and reached consensus on a draft Antelope Valley plan, which was then tested and approved by many governmental bodies.  With approval of this bold vision, the City set out to secure $246 million from over 30 sources to implement the key elements in phases over 12 years.     The major stormwater, transportation and community revitalization initiatives and projects include (1) Building a two-mile attractive urban waterway with open space removed the 100-year flooding threat from more than 1,300 structures and 600 acres. (2) About 6.2 miles of new landscaped roadways were strategically located to protect older neighborhoods and high pedestrian corridors, while providing better access to the City’s largest employment center. (3) Eleven new or replacement bridges were designed and built to allow safe urban water flow and to close two railroad crossings that blocked motorists and emergency vehicles five hours a day. (4) Removing the railroad crossings allowed UNL to buy the adjacent former fairgrounds and convert the 160 acres into a public-private research campus. (5) The number of new affordable and market rate homes was substantially increased. (6) Four older recreation and park spaces were renovated, and six new venues were created for public gatherings and events. (7) Human, social and health service facilities were expanded and improved. (8) Blighted and unsafe buildings were removed, while neighborhood retail opportunities and other services were expanded. (9) The project led to the creation of businesses and jobs, including a major corporate headquarters, business incubation facilities and new shops. (10) Urban design standards and complementary rezoning were implemented in the greater Downtown environs. (11) By providing access to an underused area of Downtown and boosting public confidence, the project led to public approval of a ballot issue to build a new arena and infrastructure for new hotels, offices, restaurants and shops.    The community solutions designed to address numerous adverse conditions also led to improvements in residents’ quality of life, self-esteem and well-being.  In the last few years, Gallup named Lincoln the happiest city in the nation in its Well-Being Index, and our City has made national top ten lists in at least a dozen categories for our quality of life and business climate.  While the $246 million Antelope Valley Project cannot claim all the credit for these accolades, the project has been recognized for re-energizing the heart of the City in many ways.  Our community has a great story to share. 
	At-a-Glance Question 2:      Asking the important question: Few cities have the courage to formally ask residents what they want their city – particularly its core – to look like in 20 years.  When the Partners posed that question, residents responded that they did not want to travel the path of other communities, with blight in the inner City, infrastructure and fiscal problems and a loss of hope by citizens.  Instead the community wanted to balance a healthy, safe and prosperous core with new growth at the edges.      Engaging the public in new ways:  The top-down “government knows best” approach was abandoned in favor of a bottoms-up asking and listening model.  From beginning to end, the partners sought input from neighborhood residents and leaders and provided many different ways to be involved -- town halls, bus tours, design charrettes, citizen advisory committees, workshops, neighborhood meetings, presentations to civic and church groups, public hearings, surveys, polls, websites, newsletters, news releases, videos and radio and call-in shows. Special efforts were made to involve diverse populations in the project area.     Expanding the planning purposes:  We discovered that solving the hardest community problems sometimes means addressing other problems at the same time.  We learned this from the residents themselves who urged us to find solutions that went a step further to address other pressing neighborhood issues.  The Partners asked the public to define the other key neighborhood concerns that were vital to community revitalization.  As a result, new goals were added in the areas of health, human services, recreation and trail continuity, neighborhood vitality and improved land use.     Finding the best package of solutions:  By analyzing the major challenges, we revealed common connections and urban ecology.  As a result, the public engagement process did not seek the best individual solutions to each problem, but instead identified the best package of solutions.  This approach helped us avoid creating other problems.  It also helped us create sustainable community revitalization plans based upon limited funding.       Creating a new partnership model for government:  The challenges addressed by the Antelope Valley Project were so complex and interrelated that the separate governmental entities did not have the jurisdiction, authority or funding to take them on individually.  When plan implementation became a possibility, the Partners formed an inter-local governmental entity -- the Joint Antelope Valley Authority (JAVA)-- that crossed traditional governmental scope, powers and funding.   In the end, the partners were able to increase public trust and confidence by delivering the project on time and on budget.         Implementing successful urban design:  The older neighborhoods in the project area had many of the important “traditional” neighborhood design elements, but they were missing important urban design elements.  Antelope Valley invested in quality public places, walking paths, art and façade and interior improvements for businesses and homes.  It included an attractive waterway and recreation features.  Regulatory design standards were adopted, and key neighborhood services were expanded.  The project not only reversed suburban flight, it also developed a sustainable roadmap to transition the heart of the city into “quality density” -- where walking is encouraged and motor vehicles become more of an option rather than a necessity.  


